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Agenda
• Definition Independent Contractor
• Determination Independent Contractor or
Employee
– Common Law Rules
– Form SS‐8

• Misclassification
– Penalties
– Relief Provisions
– VCSP
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Independent Contractor
• People such as doctors, dentists, veterinarians, lawyers,
accountants, contractors, subcontractors, public
stenographers, or auctioneers who are in an independent
trade, business, or profession in which they offer their
services to the general public are generally independent
contractors. However, whether these people are independent
contractors or employees depends on the facts in each case.
The general rule is that an individual is an independent
contractor if the payer has the right to control or direct only
the result of the work and not what will be done and how it
will be done. The earnings of a person who is working as an
independent contractor are subject to Self‐Employment Tax.
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Common Law Rules
• Behavioral
– Does the company control or have the right to
control what the worker does and how the
worker does his or her job?
• When and Where to work
– Company determines specific work days, hours and/locations

• How to work
– Company determines sequence of work other then general
guidelines
– Company provides specific training to do the job
– Company provides tools to do the job
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Common Law Rules
• Financial
– Are the business aspects of the worker’s job
controlled by the payer?
• Company reimburses expenses
• Company provides tools and supplies
• Company determines how worker is paid
– Hourly, weekly, monthly pay vs. flat fee for job

– Does the worker make his/her services available to
others in the relevant market?
• Does worker advertise?
• Does worker maintain a business location?
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Common Law Rules
• Type of Relationship
– Is there a written contract describing the
relationship?
– Does the company provide benefits to the worker?
• Health Insurance
• Sick Leave
• Vacation Pay

– How permanent is the relationship?
• Is the relationship term indefinite?
• Does relationship end with completion of a project?
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Common Law Rules
• Policy 1224.1 Appendix D
– Factors that suggest Employee status
•
•
•
•

Instructions by firm
Full time required
Firm pays business or travel expenses
Set hours of work

– Factors that suggest Independent Contractor Status
• Worker provides services to more than one firm at a time
• Worker can realize a profit or loss based on performance
• Worker hires, supervises and fires own assistants
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Form SS‐8
• Form SS‐8, Determination of Worker Status for
Purposes of Federal Employment Taxes and
Income Tax Withholding
– Filed with IRS to request determination
– May be filed by the employer or the worker
– Can take up to six months to get a determination

• Sample form SS‐8 included in handout
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Misclassification Penalties
• If Not Willful
• 100% of employer’s share of Social Security and
Medicare withholdings
• 1.5% of employee’s wages
• 20% of Social Security and Medicare withholdings

• If Willful
• 100% of employer’s share of Social Security and
Medicare withholdings
• 3% of employee’s wages
• 40% of Social Security and Medicare withholdings
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Misclassification Relief
• Section 530 of the Revenue Act of 1978
– Reasonable Basis
• Court case, IRS ruling, IRS audit, industry standard, etc.

– Substantive Consistency
• Must have treated all similar workers as independent
contractors

– Reporting Consistency
• Must have filed all required federal tax returns consistent
with treatment of workers as independent contractors
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Misclassification Relief
• Voluntary Classification Settlement Program
(VCSP)
• Reclassify workers for future periods with partial relief
from federal employment taxes
– Workers must have been treated as independent contractors for
previous 3 years and 1099s must have been filed
– Cannot be under current employment tax audit

• Pay 10% of employment tax that would have been due
based on the “non willful” rates discussed previously for
the compensation paid in the most recent tax year
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Additional Misclassifcation Issues
• Medicaid
– Misclassification of vendors could cause cost
settlement disallowances
– Could cause a change to our cost settlement
methodology where contractors would have to
participate in RMTS instead of deducting contracted
services expense without applying the RMTS
percentage
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Additional Misclassifcation Issues
• Affordable Care Act
– ACA penalty could apply if it was determined that
any misclassified worker should have been offered
health insurance coverage
– ACA penalty for not offering coverage to
“substantially all” employees (95%) is $2,000 per
EACH full‐time employee minus the first 30
– ACA penalty would apply in addition to federal
employment tax penalties
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Questions
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